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Abstract
To examine the effectiveness of guided self-help cognitive behavioral therapy（CBT）
among adults who stutter when applied concomitantly to speech therapy, a pilot study was
conducted on patients who were diagnosed as stuttering by an otolaryngologist. Patients were
asked to choose between CBT and control groups. The CBT group received seven guided selfhelp CBT sessions once every one to two weeks, and four speech therapy sessions. Patients in
the control group only received the latter once every three to four weeks. To measure subjective
severity of stuttering, we used a visual analog scale. To measure stuttering problems, we used the
Overall Assessment of the Speaker’
s Experience of Stuttering（OASES）and a fluency of speech
measure; to measure social anxiety, we used the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale（LSAS）
, the
Social Phobia Inventory（SPIN）
, and the Short Fear of Negative Evaluation scale（SFNE）
; to
measure depression, we used the Patient Health Questionnaire-9（PHQ-9）
; to measure anxiety,
we used the Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7（GAD-7）
; to measure quality of life, we used the
EQ-5D-5L. In total, 12 participants had their data analyzed. The mean reduction in the visual
analog scale regarding subjective stuttering severity was non-significantly larger in the CBT
group than in the control group, with a large effect size. The scores for the OASES, LSAS,
SFNE, and GAD-7 of the CBT group showed larger effect sizes than those of the control group.
Our findings suggest that guided self-help CBT for stuttering may improve subjective distress
for stuttering and social anxiety.
Key words: cognitive behavioral therapy, stutter, speech therapy, social anxiety disorder,
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s experience of stuttering
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Ⅰ．Introduction

factors that can be concomitantly found in the CALMS
model. Conversely, a large cohort study that aimed to

According to the DSM- 5［1］, stuttering refers

assess the social anxiety, stuttering severity, and speech

to a childhood-onset fluency disorder. Symptoms of

dissatisfaction of adolescents who stutter showed that

stuttering include repetitions, prolongations of sounds,

they also need cognitive, affective, and social support

audible or silent blocking. Incidence rate approximately
8～11% of infants worldwide
［2,3］.

［16］.
Hence, we deemed that adults who stutter should

Howell and Davis
［4］have created a model to predict

receive CBT as well as speech therapy in their regular

whether eight-year old children will persist with their

treatment. There were reports that the effect of CBT on

stuttering or recover by the time they become teenagers.

stuttering was examined by RCT
［17,18］. Thirty adults

Generally speaking, children who stutter are often teased

with chronic stuttering were randomly allocated to

and bullied by others
［5］, and these negative experiences

receive either speech therapy following a CBT treatment

can lead to mental health problems, including

for social anxiety or speech therapy alone. The CBT

depression and social anxiety disorder（SAD）
［6］.

treatment was associated with significant improvements

Moreover, such mental issues may be externalized by

in psychological functioning but did not improve

the difficulty of talking in front of others due to feeling

fluency; the participants’subjective evaluation was

extremely ashamed
［7］. One study analyzed data from

not examined in this study. Thirty-two adults seeking

28 community surveys from the World Mental Health

treatment for stuttering were randomly allocated to

Survey Initiative and included 142,405 respondents,

receive either speech therapy following an online CBT

aged 18 or older. This study found prevalence estimates

or speech therapy alone. The online CBT treatment

of SAD over 30-day, 12-month, and the lifetime are

added clinically significant improvement to quality of

1.3, 2.4, and 4.0% across all countries
［8］. Blumgart,

life
［17］.

Tran, and Craig
［9］found that approximately 40% of the
adults in their sample who stutter have SAD.
Among the possible treatments for SAD, which
include selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors（SSRIs）

The present pilot study aimed to examine the
effectiveness of guided self-help CBT among adults
who stutter and have SAD symptoms when it is applied
concomitantly to speech therapy.

［10］, individual cognitive behavioral therapy（CBT）
using the Clark and Wells model for SAD has been

Ⅱ．Methods

found to be the most effective［11］. A previous
randomized controlled trial examined the effectiveness

Participants

of CBT for SAD among participants who remain

This study was conducted on patients who came to

symptomatic despite receiving treatment with SSRIs,

our hospital complaining of stuttering symptoms at the

and showed that the addition of CBT helped reduce the

Department of Otolaryngology at Teikyo University

severity of participants’SAD and depressive symptoms

Chiba Medical Center. Inclusion criteria were being

and helped improve their functioning and quality of life

aged 12-65 years; meeting the criteria of childhood-

when compared to the control group
［12,13］.

onset fluency disorder according to the DSM-5 after

To help understand the maintenance of stuttering
behavior, the cognitive, affective, linguistic, motor, and

being diagnosed with stuttering by an otolaryngologist;
and providing written informed consent.

social（CALMS）multi-dimensional model focuses on

Exclusion criteria were severe psychiatric disorders

these five mentioned components of the lives of adults

such as severe schizophrenia spectrum disorders,

who stutter［14］. Nonetheless, the main treatment for

severe bipolar disorder, increased risk of suicide when

children and adults who stutter remains speech therapy

enrolling in the study, and substance abuse. Participants

［15］, which indeed improve the linguistic and motor

diagnosed with common mental disorders（e.g., major
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depressive disorder and SAD）by the Mini-International
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guided self-help CBT sessions.

Neuropsychiatric Interview（MINI）
［19,20］were

CBT consisted of 14 steps. Two to three steps were

eligible for inclusion. Participants could choose to

done in one session. Participants’homework was to

participate in the CBT or control groups. This pilot study

perform each step’
s tasks before the next treatment day

was designed as a two-arm, non-randomized controlled

and to read the next step’
s corresponding workbook

trial and performed according to CONSORT guidelines

chapter as preparation.

［21］.The study was approved by the Ethics Committees
of Teikyo University（Teirin17-167）and registered in

The CBT group also received four 20-minute speech
therapy sessions as usual care.

the University Hospital Medical Information Network
Clinical Trials Registry（UMIN 000031916 ）. All
participants provided written informed consent prior to

Outcome measurements
Our primary clinical outcome measure was the
visual analog scale（VAS）, which we used to assess the

participation.

subjective severity of stuttering. The VAS is one of the
most widely used instruments in otolaryngology
［24］,

Intervention
Regarding usual care, the control group received

measuring purely subjectively perceptible symptoms.

20 -minute speech therapy sessions once every three

The VAS indicated current stuttering severity on a 10-

or four weeks for four months, for four total sessions

cm straight line, where“0”is“normal”and“100”is

of usual care. The first author, as a licensed speech

“most severe.”

therapist, provided the usual care sessions; the method

Eight tools were used for the secondary evaluation.

utilized was fluency shaping（e.g., learning about

First, as all participants were Japanese, we used the

articulatory movements and practicing vowel production

Japanese version of the Overall Assessment of the

by soft contact of articulators, short sentences, and

Speaker’
s Experience of Stuttering（OASES）
［25,26］.

words used in the workplace）. Table 1 shows the

The tool comprises four subscales and 55 items: Section

protocol for the control group.

I, general information（11 items）; Section II, reactions

Regarding CBT treatment, the CBT group received

to stuttering（15 items）; Section III, communication in

60-minute individual CBT sessions every one to two

daily situations（14 items）; and Section IV, quality of

weeks. See Table 2 for the cognitive behavioral therapy

life（15 items）. Each item is scored on a scale from 1

（CBT）group protocol.

to 5. In section 1, 1 is“always”and 5 is“not at all.”

Based on the Clark and Wells model［12,13］and

In Session 2, 1 is“I don’
t feel at all”and 5 is“I always

using a Japanese self-help workbook to treat SAD

feel.”In Session 3, 1 is“not difficult at all”and 5 is

symptoms［22］, the first author, who had completed

“extremely difficult.”A is the total score for each item,

a CBT training course（Chiba Improving Access

and B is the number of valid responses times 5. The

to Psychological Therapies project: Chiba-IAPT;

value of A / B x 100 is called the impact score. The

［23］）prior to this study and who received individual

impact score ranges between 20-100, and the scores

supervision by the last author, provided participants with

of 20 . 0 - 29 . 9 , 30 . 0 - 44 . 9 , 45 . 0 - 59 . 9 , 60 . 0 - 74 . 9 , and

Table 1
Session No.
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3
Session 4

Protocol for control group

Contents
Times
Speech therapy
First time
Speech therapy
Second time
Midterm evaluation（intermediate）
Speech therapy
Third time
Speech therapy
Fourth time
Final evaluation（post）

Details
Patients learn about articulatory movements.
Patients practice vowel production by soft contact of articulators.
Patients practice short sentences.
Patients practice vocabulary used in the workplace.
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Table 2

Session No.

Contents

Protocol for cognitive behavioral therapy（CBT）group
Times

Step 1
Session 1

CBT
Speech therapy

Step 2
First time
Step 3

Session 2

CBT

Step 4
Step 5

Session 3

CBT
Speech therapy

Step 6
Step 7
Second time
Step 8

Session 4

CBT

Step 9
Step 10
Step 11

Session 5

CBT

Step 12

Details
Cognitions related to social Patients formulate social situations, cognitions,
anxiety
anxiety, and physical reactions.
Patients identify and drop dysfunctional safety
Safety behaviors
behaviors.
Patients learn about articulatory movements.
Patients learn how to shift self-focused
Attention-shift training
attention flexibly to the outside.
Behavioral and attentional Patients drop safety behaviors and shift their
changes
attention to the outside at the same time.
Patients observe themselves objectively by
Video feedback
watching self-taken video.
Behavioral experiment 1
Patients differentiate actual results from
predicted
ones through a real experiment.
Behavioral experiment 2
Patients practice vowel production by soft
contact of articulators.
Surveys about other people’
s Patients balance their cognitions to conduct
thoughts
surveys of other people’
s opinions
Patients learn how to stop ruminating and
Stopping repetitive thoughts
worrying before and after social situations.
Imagery rescripting of memo- Patients rescript negative images and traumatic
ries
memories of social situations.
Patients learn to have a different perspective of
Schema work
their schema-level beliefs.
Patients relearn how to cope with stressful
Relapse prevention
social situations from the previous CBT steps.

Midterm evaluation
（intermediate）

Session 6

CBT
Speech therapy
CBT

Session 7

Speech therapy

Step 13

Assertive communication

Step 14

Problem-solving

Third time
Review and
summarizing
Fourth time

Patients learn how to use assertive communication.
Patients learn six problem-solving steps to
encourage solution-focused thinking.
Patients practice short sentences.
Patients review and summarize all CBT
sessions
Patients practice vocabulary used in the
workplace.

Final evaluation
（post）

75.0-100 represent mild, mild to moderate, moderate,

the appearance rate of the core stuttering symptoms.

moderate to severe, and severe impact of stuttering on

Speech fluency scores were: 0 to fewer than 3（normal

quality of life, respectively.

range）, 3 to fewer than 5（very mild）, 5 to fewer than

To assess speech fluency, we used a tool developed

12（mild）
, 12 to fewer than 37（moderate）, and 37 to

by Ozawa et al.［27］in which we asked participants to

fewer than 71（severe）. There is no upper limit to this

perform an audio-recorded three-minute speech. The

score, and 71 or above is defined as the most severe.

audio data were analyzed by the first author by counting

To assess the degree of social anxiety, we used the

the number of blocks, prolongations, and repetitions that

Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale（LSAS）
［28,29］. The

could be considered stuttering, which was divided by the

tool comprises 24 items. Each item is scored on a scale

total number of uttered phrases times 100 to calculate

from 0 to 3. Based on previous research, a score of 60
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.
or more indicates the participant had SAD
［30］
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and Mann-Whitney U test using IBM SPSS statistics 22

To assess social phobia, we used the Japanese

（IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA）. Differences before

version of the Social Phobia Inventory（SPIN）
［31］,

and after intervention in each group are compared using

which comprises 17 items. Scores range from 0（not

paired t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank test, and the

applicable at all）to 4（very true）. Its cutoff point is 22

results are shown in the text. Differences between the

and above in Japanese clinical settings; the higher the

two groups were compared using the unpaired t-test and

score, the more severe the social anxiety
［32］.

the Mann-Whitney U test. Since the results were similar,

To assess social anxiety of negative evaluations from

the unpaired t-test results are shown in the table, and

others, we used the Japanese version of the Short Fear

the Mann-Whitney U test results are shown in the text.

of Negative Evaluation scale（SFNE）
［33,34］. The tool

The differences in the mean scores between time（pre

comprises 12 items. Each item is scored on a scale from

vs. intermediate vs. post）and group（CBT group vs.

1（not applicable at all）to 5（very true）
. Higher scores

control group）were assessed using two-way analysis

indicate stronger fear of negative ratings.

of variance ANOVA（two-way ANOVA）with post

To assess depression, we used the Patient Health

hoc Bonferroni test. All P values were two-sided; a p

Questionnaire-9（PHQ-9）
［35,36］. The tool comprises

value of ＜.05 was considered statistically significant.

nine items. Each item is scored on a scale from 0（not

The effect size was calculated using Cohen’
s d［41］,

at all）to 3（almost every day）. The scores correspond

calculated as the difference between both groups’means

to the following: 1-4 points（minor depression）, 5-9

divided by their pooled standard deviation; a value of

points（mild）, 10-14 points（moderate）, 15-19 points

＞0.20 was deemed a small effect, ＞0.50 a medium

（moderate to severe）, and 20-27 points（severe）.

effect, and ＞0.80 a large effect size.

To assess generalized anxiety disorder, we used the
Generalized Anxiety Disorder- 7（GAD- 7 ）
［37,38］.

Ⅲ．Results

The tool comprises seven items. Each item is scored
on a scale from 0（not at all）to 3（almost every day）.
Scores are as follows: 5-9 points（mild）, 10-14 points
（moderate）, and 15-21 points（severe）.

Recruitment
Figure 1 shows participants’flow diagram. In total,
36 patients who stuttered visited the otolaryngologist in

To assess health-related quality of life, we used the

the relevant hospital during the study. Among these, 18

EuroQol 5-dimension 5-levels（EQ-5D-5L）
［39,40］.

were under 12 years old, and three patients declined to

The tool consists of five subscales（motion, personal

participate; 21 patients were therefore excluded, which

control, daily activities, pain/discomfort, anxiety/block）

gave us a final sample of 15 participants.

with the following response options（no problems;

Among our final sample, 10 participants chose

slight problems; moderate problems; severe problems;

the CBT arm, and five chose the control. Nonetheless,

extreme problems）. The maximum quality of life value

in the CBT group, three participants discontinued

of 11111, which represents perfect health, is defined as

participation during the study: one started working for

1.000, and the minimum of 55555 is defined as -0.025.

a new company after the first session; one started job

All participants were evaluated at three time points:

hunting after the second session; and we lost contact

at the start of the interventions（week 0）, in the middle

with one after the second session. Hence, their data was

of the interventions（during weeks 5-10）, and in the

excluded from the analyses because they attended lower

final intervention（during weeks 7-14）.

than 30% of the seven CBT sessions. Finally, seven
CBT participants and five control participants who

Statistical analyses
Data analysis was performed through F-tests and
t-tests（paired, unpaired）and Wilcoxon signed-rank test

received more than 30% of the total CBT sessions had
their collected data analyzed.
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Enrollment

Assessed for eligibility (n=36)
Excluded (n=21)
 یᴾ ᴾ Not

meeting inclusion criteria (n=18):
Under 12 years old

 یᴾ ᴾ Declined

to participate (n=3)

Nonrandomized (n=15)

Allocation
Intervention (n=10)

Control (n=5)

Cognitive behavioral therapy and speech

Speech therapyᴾ

therapy.

ᴾ

Follow-Up
Discontinued intervention after the 2nd session

Lost to follow-up (n=0)ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ

owing to lost contact (n=1)

Discontinued intervention (n=0)

Discontinued intervention after the 1st session
due to working for a new company (n=1).
Discontinued intervention after the 2nd session
due to job hunting (n=1).

Analysis
Analyzed (n=7)
Excluded from analysis (n=3)ᴾ ᴾ ᴾ
because the percentage of attended sessions

Analyzed (n=5)
Excluded from analysis (n=0)ᴾ

was lower than 30%

Fig. 1 CONSORT 2010 flow diagram. Of the 36 patients diagnosed with stuttering, 18 children under 12 years of age and
3 patients who did not consent to participate in the study were excluded. Fifteen people were asked to choose between the intervention
（CBT）group and the control group. There were 10 patients in the intervention group and 5 patients in the control group. During
follow-up, 3 patients in the intervention group withdrew, and the results of 7 patients in the intervention group and 5 patients in the
control group were analyzed.

Demographics and clinical characteristics
Table 3 summarizes participants’clinical characteristics at baseline.

for the VAS, OASES, fluency of speech, LSAS, SPIN,
PHQ- 9 , GAD- 7 , and EQ- 5 D- 5 L measures between
the two groups. The mean VAS scores at baseline

In terms of percentage, while 85.7% of the patients

were 57.6 in the CBT group and 53.2 in the control

（six out of seven）in the CBT group had SAD, 60.0%

group, meaning both the CBT and control groups were

of the patients（three out of five）in the control group

subjectively similar in severity. For the OASES at

had SAD.

baseline, mean scores ranged between 67.7 and 71.8 in

There were no significant differences in the scores

both groups, suggesting moderate to severe subjective
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Table 3

Characteristics of participants at the baseline

Age（years）
, mean（SD）
Female n（%）
Diagnosis n（%）
Stuttering only
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, bulimia nervosa
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, panic disorder
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, major depressive disorder
Stuttering, agoraphobia
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, alcohol abuse
Stuttering, social anxiety disorder, agoraphobia, alcohol abuse, major
depressive disorder
Stuttering, agoraphobia, alcohol dependence, major depressive disorder
Total number of stuttering with social anxiety disorder（%）
Medication n（%）
No medication
Sertraline
Paroxetine, Alprazolam
Escitalopram
Ethyl Loﬂazepate
Initial evaluation（pre）mean（SD）
VAS
OASES
Fluency of speech
LSAS
SPIN
SFNE
PHQ-9
GAD-7
EQ-5D-5L

P value
（unpaired t-test）
29.8（11.2）
0.62
2（40.0）

CBT（n＝7） Control（n＝5）

Characteristic

26.9（8.8）
2（28.6）

1（20.0）

0
3（42.9）

0

1（14.3）

0

1（14.3）

0

1（14.3）

1（20.0）

1（14.3）

0

0

1（20.0）

0

1（20.0）

0

1（20.0）

6（85.7）

3（60.0）

4（57.1）

4（80.0）

1（14.3）

0

1（14.3）

0

1（14.3）

0
1（20.0）

0
57.6（26.1）
67.7（13.4）
7.3（5.9）

53.2（32.6）
71.8（16.1）
10.9（7.5）

60.7（21.6）

64.6（44.5）

41.0（3.4）

34.4（4.4）

37.0（11.7）
8.9（6.3）
9.4（5.3）

0.800（0.1）

36.0（11.0）
13.6（7.9）
9.0（4.9）

0.711（0.2）

0.80
0.64
0.37
0.84
0.88
0.01
0.27
0.89
0.52

CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; VAS: Visual analog scale; OASES: Overall Assessment of the Speaker’
s Experience of
Stuttering; LSAS: Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; SPIN: Social Phobia Inventory; SFNE: Short Fear of Negative Evaluation
scale; PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9; GAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; EQ-5D-5L: EuroQol 5-dimension
5-level

distress regarding stuttering behavior. For fluency of

average score at baseline was significantly higher in the

speech at baseline, mean scores ranged from 5 to fewer

CBT group compared to the control group（p＜0.01）,

than 12 in both groups, suggesting mild stuttering from

indicating that the CBT group was very anxious about

the observers’viewpoint. For LSAS at baseline, the

negative ratings from others.

mean scores were 60 or more in both groups, suggesting
the presence of SAD symptoms. For the SPIN at
baseline, the mean scores were over 22 in both groups,
also suggesting the presence of SAD symptoms.

Primary outcome
Figure 2 shows the results for each evaluation. The
solid line shows the CBT group and the dashed line

The only scale with significant differences was

shows the mean and standard deviation of the control

the SFNE, with an average score of 41.0 in the CBT

group pre, intermediate, and post. The results of the

group and 34.4 in the control group. This means that the

two-way ANOVA showed that there was no interaction
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between time and group（F（2,9）＝3.96, n.s.）. Table

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

4 show the results of the primary outcome measure by

significant（- 8.64; p＝0.19）, but the effect size was

time period and group. Regarding the VAS, the mean

medium（Cohen’
s d＝0.72）.

change in the final evaluation compared to the baseline

Regarding fluency of speech, the mean change in

evaluation was -16.14（95% CI
［-39.08, +6.80］）and

the final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

+10.00（95% CI［-8.54, +28.54］）for the CBT and

was +0.37（95% CI
［-6.61, +7.36］）and -1.50（95%

control groups, respectively. The differences between

CI［- 7 . 00 , + 4 . 00 ］）in the CBT and control groups,

groups were non-significant, but the decrease was

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

greater in the CBT group（-26.14, p＝0.06）, and the

significant（+1.87; p＝0.63）, and the effect size was

effect size was large（Cohen’
s d＝1.22）. In addition, the

small（Cohen’
s d＝0.29）.

results of difference between pre- and post- intervention

Regarding the LSAS, the mean change in the final

in each group using the paired t-test were not significant

evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation was

（p＝0.14 in the CBT group and p＝0.21 in the control

-13.71（95% CI
［-41.44, +14.01］）and +6.80（95%CI

group）. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test, treated VAS

［- 11 . 83 , + 25 . 43 ］）in the CBT and control groups,

as non-parametric data, also showed no significant

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

differences（p＝0.13 in the CBT group and p＝0.14 in

significant,（- 20.51; p＝0.19）, but the effect size was

the control group）.

large（Cohen’
s d＝0.82）.
Regarding the SPIN, the mean change in the final

Secondary outcomes

evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation was

Figure 2 and Table 4 show participants’detail scores

-9.29（95% CI［-24.79, +6.21］）and -1.20（95% CI

in the secondary outcome measures. The results of two-

［- 17 . 30 , + 14 . 90 ］）in the CBT and control groups,

way ANOVA were as follows. Regarding OASES,

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

there was no interaction between time and group（F

significant（- 8.09; p＝0.39）, but the effect size was

（ 2 , 9 ）＝2 . 49 , n.s.）. Regarding fluency of speech,

medium（Cohen’
s d＝0.54）.

there was no interaction between time and group（F

Regarding the SFNE score, the mean change in the

（2,9）＝0.37, n.s.）. Regarding LSAS-J, there was no

final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

interaction between time and group（F（2,9）＝1.07,

was -5.14（95% CI
［-10.93, +0.64］）in the CBT group

n.s.）. Regarding SPIN, there was no interaction between

and + 3 . 60（ 95 % CI［+ 0 . 61 , + 6 . 59 ］）in the control

time and group（F（ 2 , 9 ）＝0 . 42 , n.s.）. Regarding

group. The improvement in SFNE in the CBT group

SFNE, there was an significant interaction between

was significantly larger than that in the control group

time and group（F（2,9）＝5.35, p＝0.03.）, and post-

（difference between two groups＝-8.74; unpaired t test,

hoc Bonferroni test showed a significant deterioration

p＜.01, Mann-Whitney U-test: p＜.05）, and the effect

between the intermediate and post evaluations in the

size was large（Cohen’
s d＝1.70）.

control group（p＝0 . 04 ）. Regarding PHQ- 9 , there

The SFNE score in the control group showed

was no interaction between time and group（F（2,9）＝

a significant deterioration between pre- and post-

0.20, n.s.）
. Regarding GAD-7, there was no interaction

intervention using the paired t-test（p＝0 . 03 ）. This

between time and group（F（ 2 , 9 ）＝2 . 91 , n.s.）.

result was also significant in the Wilcoxon signed rank

Regarding EQ5D5L, there was no interaction between

test（p＝0 . 04 ）. The SFNE score in the CBT group

time and group（F（2,9）＝0.30, n.s.）.

showed a non-significant change between pre- and post-

Regarding the OASES, the mean change in the

intervention using the paired t-test（p＝0 . 07 ）. This

final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

result was not significant in the Wilcoxon signed rank

was -11.12（95% CI
［-24.80, +2.56］）and -2.48（95%

test（p＝0.06）.

CI［- 9 . 02 , + 4 . 06 ］）in the CBT and control groups,

The mean SFNE score in the CBT group was
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Fig. 2 Graphs showing outcomes at each assessment. CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; VAS: Visual analog scale;
OASES: Overall Assessment of the Speaker’
s Experience of Stuttering; LSAS: Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; SPIN:
Social Phobia Inventory; SFNE: Short Fear of Negative Evaluation scale; PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9; GAD-7:
Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; EQ-5D-5L: EuroQol 5-dimension 5-level. This is the result of the mean ± standard deviation
of the intervention group（CBT group）and control group（control group）at the baseline（pre）
, intermediate evaluation
（intermediate）, and final evaluation（post）of the primary and secondary evaluations. CBT group is a red straight line, control
group is a black dashed line, ● ▲ is the mean value, and shadows are ± standard deviation.
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Table 4

Changes from baseline
Primary outcome
VAS
Secondary outcomes
OASES
Fluency of speech
LSAS
SPIN
SFNE
PHQ-9
GAD-7
EQ-5D-5L

CBT
（n＝7）

95%CI

Changes in outcomes
Control
（n＝5）

95% CI

Intergroup
difference

P-value
（unpaired
t-test）

effect size
（d）

-16.14

-39.08 to 6.80

10.00

-8.54 to 28.54

-26.14

0.06

1.22

-11.12
0.37
-13.71
-9.29
-5.14
-2.86
-5.14
0.101

-24.80 to 2.56
-6.61 to 7.36
-41.44 to 14.01
-24.79 to 6.21
-10.93 to 0.64
-11.46 to 5.74
-11.80 to 1.51
-0.04 to 0.24

-2.48
-1.50
6.80
-1.20
3.60
-2.80
1.20
0.064

-9.02 to 4.06
-7.00 to 4.00
-11.83 to 25.43
-17.30 to 14.90
0.61 to 6.59
-13.17 to 7.57
-4.31 to 6.71
-0.08 to 0.21

-8.64
1.87
-20.51
-8.09
-8.74
-0.06
-6.34
0.037

0.19

0.72

0.63

0.29

0.19

0.82

0.39

0.54

0.01

1.70

0.99

0.01

0.11

1.01

0.65

0.27

CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; VAS: Visual analog scale; OASES: Overall Assessment of the Speaker’
s Experience of
Stuttering; LSAS: Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; SPIN: Social Phobia Inventory; SFNE: Short Fear of Negative Evaluation
scale; PHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9; GAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7; EQ-5D-5L: EuroQol 5-dimension
5-level

significantly higher than that in the control group using

was + 0 . 101（ 95 % CI［- 0 . 04 , + 0 . 24 ］）and + 0 . 064

the unpaired t-test at the baseline（pre）
（p＝0.01）. On

（95%CI
［-0.08, +0.21］）in the CBT and control groups,

the contrary, the mean SFNE score in the CBT group

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

was significantly lower than that in the control group

significant（+0.037; p＝0.65）, and the effect size was

using the unpaired t-test at the final evaluation（post）

small（Cohen’
s d＝0.27）.

（p＝0.01）. The results using the Mann-Whitney U test,

Table 5 shows changes in the OASES subscales.

treated SFNE as non-parametric data, also showed a

Regarding the total impact score, the average change

significant difference at the baseline（pre）
（p＝0.01）,

（SD）for the final evaluation compared to the baseline

but non-significant difference at the final evaluation

was -11.1（14.8）and -2.5（5.3）in the CBT and control

（post）SFNE score（p＝0.81）.

groups, respectively. The difference between groups was

Regarding the PHQ- 9 , the mean change in the

non-significant, the decrease was greater in the CBT

final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

group（-8.6; p＝0.19）, and the effect size was medium

was -2.86（95% CI
［-11.46, +5.74］）and -2.80（95%

（Cohen’
s d＝0.72）.

CI［-13.17, +7.57］）in the CBT and control groups,

Regarding Section Ⅰ（general information）, the

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

average change（SD）for the final versus baseline

significant（-0.06; p＝0.99）, and the effect size was too

evaluation was -8.1（13.0）and -5.5（6.2）in the CBT

low（Cohen’
s d＝0.01）.

and control groups, respectively. The difference between

Regarding the GAD- 7 , the mean change in the

groups was non-significant, the decrease was greater in

final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

the CBT group（-2.6; p＝0.70）, and the effect size was

was -5.14（95% CI
［-11.80, +1.51］）and +1.20（95%

small（Cohen’
s d＝0.24）.

CI［- 4 . 31 , + 6 . 71 ］）in the CBT and control groups,

Regarding Section Ⅱ（reactions to stuttering）, the

respectively. The difference between groups was non-

average change（SD）at the final evaluation compared

significant（- 6.34; p＝0.11）, but the effect size was

to the baseline evaluation was -11.2（24.4）and -1.8

large（Cohen’
s d＝1.01）.

（7.8）in the CBT and control groups, respectively. The

Regarding the EQ-5D-5L, the mean change in the

difference between groups was non-significant, the

final evaluation compared to the baseline evaluation

decrease was greater in the CBT group（-9.4; p＝0.37）,

A pilot study of cognitive behavioral therapy for adults who stutter
Table 5
Changes from baseline
Total Impact Score
Section I: General Information
Section II: Reactions to Stuttering
Section III: Communication in Daily Situations
Section IV: Quality of Life
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Changes in OASES subscales

CBT
standard
Control standard
（n＝7） deviation （n＝5） deviation
-11.1
-8.1
-11.2
-6.1
-15.6

14.8
13.0
24.4
11.7
20.4

-2.5
-5.5
-1.8
3.3
-4.3

5.3
6.2
7.8
8.3
6.9

P-value effect
Intergroup
（unpaired size
difference
t-test） （d）
-8.6
0.19
0.72
-2.6
0.70
0.24
-9.4
0.37
0.48
-9.4
0.16
0.90
-11.3
0.22
0.69

CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; OASES: Overall Assessment of the Speaker’
s Experience of Stuttering

and the effect size was small（Cohen’
s d＝0.48）.
Regarding Section Ⅲ（communication in daily

SPIN, SFNE, and GAD-7 showed the intervention had a
medium to large effect size on stuttering.

situations）, the average change（SD）at the final

As the secondary outcome, CBT group showed

evaluation compared to the baseline was -6.1（11.7）and

better improvement of the SFNE score compared

3.3（8.3）in the CBT and control groups, respectively.

with control group. This result suggested that CBT

The difference between groups was non-significant, the

intervention may be effective in reducing fear of

decrease was greater in the CBT group（-9.4; p＝0.16）,

negative evaluation for stutters.

and the effect size was large（Cohen’
s d＝0.90）
.

The study showed that subjective severity of

Regarding Section Ⅳ（quality of life）, the average

stuttering and VAS and OASES scores tended to

change（SD）at the final evaluation compared to the

improve in the CBT group, particularly for Section III

baseline evaluation was -15.6（20.4）and -4.3（6.9）in

of the OASES, which includes questions concerning

the CBT and control groups, respectively. The difference

how difficult is it for respondents to talk in front of

between groups was non-significant, the decrease was

a large group, continue to speak regardless of how

greater in the CBT group（- 11.3; p＝0.22）, and the

the listener responds, and order food in a restaurant.

effect size was medium（Cohen’
s d＝0.69）.

As these situations reflect subjective distress in daily
communication, improved scores mean the person who

Ⅳ．Discussion
This study investigated the effectiveness of guided

stutters is more comfortable with daily communication.
In other words, the results suggest CBT can improve the
quality of life of people who stutter.

self-help CBT in adults with stuttering in an intervention

Regarding objective speech fluency before and after

group that combined CBT with speech therapy and a

treatment, we found no apparent difference; the severity

speech therapy-only control group. Prior studies have

of stuttering in both groups remained mild before and

examined CBT’
s effects on people who stutter using

after treatment. Interestingly, while fluency of speech

randomized controlled trials［17,18］, but have not

scores were midrange, subjective stuttering severity

assessed participants’subjective stuttering severity.

measured using VAS scores was high before treatment.

Therefore, the current study is the first to use guided

SAD is often reported to be associated with major

self-help CBT for SAD based on the Clark and Wells

depressive disorder［42,43］. In treating patients

model to decrease subjective stuttering severity. The

with both stuttering and SAD, psychiatrists and

VAS, OASES, fluency of speech, LSAS, SPIN, SFNE,

otolaryngologists need to cooperate. Otolaryngologists

PHQ-9, GAD-7, and EQ-5D-5 were evaluated pre-,

tend to note SAD symptoms among these patients,

mid-, and post treatment. Although there was almost

and they should then recommend the patient consult a

no statistically significant difference between the CBT

psychiatrist who can help them manage SAD symptoms;

and control group, results of the VAS, OASES, LSAS,

however, many patients who visit doctors with
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complaints about stuttering tend to refuse consultation

and E.S. All authors discussed the data and results and

with a psychiatrist because their problem relates to

critically reviewed the manuscript. All authors approved

stuttering behavior, not psychological issues. Initially,

the final version of the manuscript.

in our study, most patients reported stuttering symptoms
but did not report SAD symptoms until asked by an
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otolaryngologist. Therefore, the otolaryngologist should
perform a medical examination to assess whether the
patient who stutters has SAD.
As previously mentioned, one participant dropped
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